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 ●  3 issues of Komba-WCK magazine
 ●   Reduced fee to KWS Kenya National Parks & Reserves 
 ●   Free lectures and video/slide shows
 ●   Borrow Wildlife Video Films at reduced rates
 ●   Students’ half rate accommodation at WCK  hostels
 ●   WCK roadshows by the Mobile Education Unit
 ●   The opportunity  to help conserve wildlife
 ●   The opportunity to win prizes in WCK competitions
 ● Special accommodation rates for associate members

WCK Club benefits

  
NAIROBI      
Region Head - Philip Gitahi   
P. O. Box 20184, P.C. 00200, Nairobi  
Tel: 0724 656 667
Email:  info@wildlifeclubsofkenya.org 
   
KISUMU    
Region Head  - Emmanuel Situma   
P. O. Box 4201, P.C. 40100, Kisumu  
Tel: 0726 448 182
E-mail: wckksm@yahoo.com

MALINDI
Education Officer
P.O. Box 1758, P.C. 80200 Malinidi
Tel: 0729 074006, 0734 674593
E-mail: wckmalindi@yahoo.com   
     
MOMBASA   
Region Head - Tsofa Mweni
P. O. Box 80591, P.C. 80100, Mombasa
Tel: 0733 700 409, 0710 770 103
E-mail: wckmsa@yahoo.com

NAKURU
Region Head - Albanus Kioko
P. O. Box 33, P.C. 20100, Nakuru
Tel: 020 267155 5/6 
Guest House: 020 2671742
E-mail: wcknakuru@gmail.com

KITUI
Assistant Education Officer - Moses Katumbi
P. O. Box 1293, P.C. 90200, Kitui 
Tel: 0722 975 523
E-mail: wckkitui@yahoo.com

MERU
Assistant Education Officer - Paul Ndungu
Tel: 0725 808 138
E-mail: wckcentral@yahoo.com

Centre for Tourism Training & Research (CTTR)
Principal - Isabella Mbandi
P. O. Box 20184, P.C. 00200, Nairobi  
Tel: 020-8067644,0726214423, 0724656667, Fax: 891906 
Email: cttr@wildlifeclubsofkenya.org 
 
WCK HOSTELS

LAKE NAKURU HOSTEL & GUEST HOUSE 
Albanus Kioko - 0202671555 / 0723 760 970

LANG’ATA HOSTEL
Winnie Ndwiga - 0722 782953

KISUMU HOSTEL
Emmanuel Situma -  0726 448 182

MOMBASA HOSTEL AND GUEST COTTAGES
Tsofa Mweni - 0710 770 103 / 0733 700 409

WCK Objectives

 ● To spread interest and knowledge 
about wildlife and the environment among 
the youth of Kenya in particular and East 
Africa.

 ●  In this way, to increase awareness of 
the great  economic, cultural and aesthetic 
value of natural resources.

 ● To develop a better understanding of 
the need to conserve natural resources 
for the benefit of the nation and its people.

Patron
Dr. David Western

Trustees
Mrs. D. T. Dobie
Amb. Bethwel Kiplagat
Mr. Philemon Mwaisaka, EBS,SS
Dr. Ibrahim M. Ali

Governing Council
Chairman: Mrs. Margaret Byama
Secretary: Dr. Margaret Otieno

The WCK Governing Council 
is made up of representatives of various stakeholding government 
ministries & parastatals, conservation entities & club patrons as 
follows:

Mrs. Margaret  Byama - Min. of E.A.  Affairs, Comm. & Tourism
Mr. Jagi Gakunju - Uvumbuzi
Mr. John Munge - Treasury
Mr. Benson Mugo -  Min. of Ed. Sci. & Technology
Dr. Enos O. Nyakweba - Min. of Env. & Natural Resources

WCK Regional Reresentatives
Mr. David Muasya    - Eastern Region
Mr. Mtengo Kavia   -Coast Region
Mr. David Ndegwa   -Rift Valley Region
Ms. Lynnette Bengi  -Nairobi Region
Ms. Esther W. Kasavuli -Western Region
Mr. Vincent O. Odhiambo -Nyanza Region
Mr. Ayub Yussuf Mahat -North Eastern Region
Mr. Moses Mwaniki   -Central Region

Komba Editorial
Rupi Mangat - Editor 
Margaret Otieno
Edward Mwendwa
Philip Gitahi

Design: Duncan Odhiambo

Cover photo: Tree pangolin Manis tricuspus Ituri Forest, 
Democratic Republic of Congo. © John E. Newby / WWF

WCK Motto: Learn to conserve for a better tomorrow

Email:  info@wildlifeclubsofkenya.org

Reminder:  Renew your membership at the start 
of the  year!

InsideWCK OFFICES

Komba  Magazine

WCK 2015/2016 Theme
Combating climate change through green economy

www.wildlifeclubsofkenya.org

KOMBA is the Swahili name for the Lesser Bushbaby and the symbol of the Wildlife Clubs of Kenya (WCK). 
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We’ve had an amazing time learning about 
the pangolin - a creature that most of us 
know so little about. And from the ocean side 
we get reports of False Killer whales being 
documented for the first time in Kenya.

This is an amazing world - but only so far 
as we look after it. In today’s age where we 
have so many demands that encroach on 
land that’s the last wilderness, it’s the wildlife 
- including plants - that are the victims.

Let’s tread softly on the planet - that we call 
Mother Earth.

Waste or Valuable?
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A first for Kenya

FALSE KILLER WHALES SEEN IN MALINDI
WATAMU MARINE PROTECTED AREA

House
crows

Invasive pests
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We have eyelids that can blink 
to clean away dust, moisten the 
surface and protect the eye. 
Snakes do not. The surface of their 
eyes is covered by a transparent, 
specialised scale - much like a 
watch’s lens - that is attached to the 
surface layer of skin along with all 
the other scales and should come 
off every time the snake sheds.

Attack Tactic
Vipers are ambushers. They remain 
motionless and unnoticed by prey 
until the moment of the strike. The 
mobile eyeballs must be helpful 
to following the approaching prey 
without turning their head.   

If bitten by a snake
Most important – especially for 
the venomous ones: remove 
anything worn on bitten limb that 
might constrict if swelling reaches 
it (rings, tight trousers/shoes) and 
get to a doctor without delay.

 Keep poultry away
Puff adders are very successful at 
surviving even close to humans. 
To discourage them from being in 
our living space, don’t keep things 
like hens and chickens around the 
house. It draws them and other 
snakes to enter and hunt.

By Sanda Ashe, Bio-Ken Snake Farm, Watamu

Sanda Ashe handling Ashe’s cobra. 
Why is Sanda wearing goggles? 
Because Ashe’s cobra is a spitting 
cobra and will spit at the brightest 
spot - that is the eyes.

Kyle and Njeri, professional snake 
handlers, holding an Egyptian  
cobra. The Egyptian cobra  is NOT 
a spitting cobra, so no need to wear 
goggles. 

Eyeball snakes

Kenya’s finally joined the ‘ban 
the plastic’ list of nations. WCK 
in the late 1990s was already 
encouraging the ban with its 
campaign ‘use baskets, not 
plastics’ when shopping. Of 
course, the baskets are NOT made 
from plastic.

Environment Minister Judi 
W. Wakhungu gave the order 
published in a gazette dated 28 
February 2017 that will take effect 
six months from the date of the 

notice.  The ban means there will 
be no manufacture and import of 
plastic bags used for commercial 
and household packaging. 

Great idea to use baskets over 
and over again 

 zPlastic bags are made from oil - 
430,000 gallons of oil produce 100 
million plastic bags - a statistics 
class at Indiana University USA 
did the math. So the more we use 
plastic bags, the more we waste 
oil. And we only recycle a lousy 1 
or 2 per cent. 

 zUnder perfect conditions a 
bag takes a thousand years to 
biodegrade, and in a landfill, plastic 
bags decompose even slower. 

 z If buried, they block the natural 
flow of oxygen and water through 
the soil. 

 z If burned, they release dangerous 
toxins and carcinogens into the air. 

 zThe damage is worse when the 
bags end up in the ocean, where 
thousands of sea turtles and other 
marine life die each year after 
mistaking plastic bags for food.

Mark 28 August 2017 – we’re 
going to celebrate Kenya going 

without plastic bags.

Use baskets, not plastics

Big vipers like Puff Adders and Gaboon 
Vipers have mobile eyeballs like us but 
here’s the difference. 

Trapped in plastic: Indo Pacific bottlenose dolphin nearly killed by plastic
By Jane Spilsbury of Watamu Marine Association and Komba’s marine mammal reporter

Our seas are becoming choked 
with trash like plastics and non-
biodegradable stuff which has 
created five large rubbish islands 
over the globe. The largest trash 
island or gyre is in the Pacific 
Ocean and is called The Great 
Pacific Garbage Patch - estimated 
to be the size of Kenya. Over 
100,000 marine animals like 
sea turtles, birds and dolphins, 
whales and coral are killed 
each year by ingesting plastic 
bags, or entanglement and also 
suffocation.

For the first time Watamu 
marine mammal researchers 
saw the devastating effects of 
plastic bags on one of Watamu’s 
resident population of Indo Pacific 
bottlenose dolphins caught in 
a blue plastic bag which luckily 
managed to fre itself after a long 
struggle.. 

KWS, WMA, and the local hotels 
have long recognised the marine 
trash problem, and have been 
collecting beach rubbish at local 
national and international Beach 

Clean Ups with Ocean Sole and 
the Ocean Conservancy. African 
Fund For Endangered Wildlife 
helped WMA built a Recycling 
Centre, branded “EcoWorld 
Watamu” where plastics and 
glass are creatively turned into 
art installations and crafts that 
are very popular with visitors. It’s 
a huge task but by turning trash 
to cash and keeping our beaches 
clean in Watamu we are making a 
difference to our “backyard” – that 
is the ocean.

Puff adder - look into the eye. Courtesy David John Williams Australian 
Venom Research Unit, Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics, 
University of Melbourne

The dolphin leaps in the water after freeing itself from the blue plastic bag.

SAFETY NOTE: Please DO NOT try 
this - leave it to the experts.

Emergency snake number at Bio-
Ken Snake Farm, Watamu 

+254 718 290324
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Recently there have been more 
and more initiatives and projects 
with the same aim: Reducing the 
plastic production by banning 
plastic bags or bottles or by 
recycling the existing plastic into 
new products. 

But why? A world without plastic? 
This is something very hard to 
imagine these days right?

Plastic is everywhere. I see myself 
surrounded with it, starting with 
the pen I am writing with; the 
sunglasses and the watch I am 
wearing and most of the interior of 
the matatu I am sitting in. If you try 
to avoid buying or using plastic in 
your daily life you will realize how 
hard it is. A visit to a supermarket is 

enough to demonstrate that nearly 
every area in our lives contains 
plastic: There are groceries and 
cosmetics in plastic packaging, 
plastic toys and household items 
and many more products in various 
forms and colours of plastic - and of 
course you get at least one plastic 
bag to carry all of your shopping.

The Problem
The plastic production overtook the 
production of traditional materials 
like wood and steel in the late 20th 
century and it’s still increasing. 

There is no question that plastic 
offers a lot of benefits to designers, 
manufacturers and users: It is 
relatively cheap, lightweight, 
strong, resistant to water, corrosion, 
chemicals and termites, it is 
versatile and can be manufactured 
to have many different properties 
(flexible or rigid, transparent or 
opaque, floating or sinking). And it 
is durable - very durable.

And here lies the problem. Plastics 
degrade super slowly, which means 
that, once it has been produced, 

PLASTIC
Waste or Valuable?

By Katharina Elleke, Student of Industrial Design, www.katharinaelleke.com

You might already have an idea where this article will be heading…But wait! To 
not scare you away by talking about problems, let me share just a few of many 
wonderful projects I encountered during my research semester about plastic 
waste and recycling in 2016.

The Flipflopi 
Expedition, Kenya
Ever seen or been on a Swahili 
dhow? Through building this 
60-foot sailing boat completely 
from recycled plastic and 
flip-flops (which are being 
collected along the beaches 

and coastal towns of Kenya), 
the Flipflopi Expedition will be 
demonstrating the high value of 
plastic material. They will then 
sail the world‘s first recycled 
plastic dhow 5,250 kilometres 
from the island of Lamu in 
Kenya to Cape Town in South 

Africa to raise awareness and 
support the global campaign 
against single-use plastic. The 
colourful boat will not only be a 
world‘s first of its kind but also 
the first dhow to go on the long 
journey all the way to South 
Africa.

Precious Plastic, Netherlands
Then there is this awesome Dutch guy 
called Dave Hakkens, who developed 
machines to process plastic and make 
new products out of it. He shared all the 
information on online and inspired a 
huge community of people all over the 
world to build the machines and start 
recycling plastic.

Bye Bye Plastic Bags, Indonesia
The Riyanto Wijsen sisters (13 and 15) 
are a great example of how powerful 
young people can be. They started 
a movement to make people say no 
to plastic bags in Bali and received 
worldwide attention. They‘ve already 
achieved a 60 per cent plastic bag free 
pilot village and are aiming to eliminate 
plastic bags on the entire island of Bali 
by 2018.

“With the amount 
of plastic 

existing in the 
world today, you 

can cover the 
whole globe with 

plastic foil six 
times!



“
Plastic produced annually 

for disposable products

it will stay in our environment for 
hundreds of years. And we are 
not only talking about furniture, 
household products and other 
products that last for a long time. 

Throw, throw, throw away
About half of the 300 million tonnes 
of plastic which are produced 
annually are for disposable 
products. Things like packaging, 
plastic bags and plastic straws 
aren’t even in use for longer than 
one hour before being discarded. 
Think about that straw you use 
– what happens as soon as you 
finish your drink?

And where does all 
this plastic end up? 
Many countries around the world 
cannot even manage to recycle 
more than a half of their plastic 
waste. But at least their cities are 
more or less clean. 

Sadly, in Kenya, this is not the 
case, as we all know. Even though 
there are some collection and 
recycling services in the cities, 
there are obviously not enough 
citizens using it and so you still see 
waste everywhere. People litter on 
the streets, new dumpsites pop up 
in every corner and grow bigger 
and bigger. 

But that’s only the start of it. With 
every wind and every rain, the 
waste is scattered all over the 
place, washed into the rivers and 
seas. That doesn’t only make 
a place less attractive, it also 

harms us and other life and the 
environment we live in. Animals 
mistake the plastic pieces for 
food which kills them and brings 
plastics in the whole food chain 
(yes, we might already be eating 
our own waste). Think about how 
many goats or cows you have 
seen eating on a dumpsite. They 
can’t differentiate between what is 
plastic and what is not and most 
likely are digesting lots of things 
that they should not. The livestock 
eat the rubbish and we eat the 
livestock. The same happens in 
the ocean with fish. Studies have 
shown that certain stock of fish 
consumed by humans has some 
micro-plastics within it. 

The world has reached a tipping 
point and things have to change - 
in every area.

What to Do
Politics

Politicians need to understand 
the urgency of the situation and 
introduce laws to reduce or even 
ban disposable plastic products. 
Look at Rwanda or Tanzania, 
where you have to pay a fine for 
littering. In Rwanda, you pay for 
bringing plastic into the country.

Industry
Then there is the industry, which 
ideally should stop the production 
of new plastics and find alternative, 
natural materials and there are 
many great initiatives around the 
world ranging from biodegradable 
plastic bags to water bottles made 
from seaweed that can be eaten.

But even if the plastic production 
was stopped today, we would still 
have to deal with all the plastic 
existing in this world already. Every 
plastic ever produced still exists!

People
So, last but definitely not least, this 
is all about people, the consumers 
– it’s about us! It‘s about really 
understanding the scale of the 
problem, changing our behaviour 
and the way we think about 
plastics. You think you‘re too small 
to make a change? Well, you‘re 
not. Just go through the examples 
I introduced in the beginning of this 
article – they have all been started 
by a very small number of people, 
often even only by one person. 
And that person could be YOU.

Start now!
You see, there are many possible 
approaches to solve this problem. 
And everyone can make a change. 
Keep the three R‘s in mind: 
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle. 

Start with the little things in your 
daily life: Order your drinks without 
a plastic straw, carry your own bags 
for shopping instead of using new 
plastic bags, reuse every plastic 
bottle or bag you have as many 
times as possible and choose 
items with as little packaging as 
possible in the supermarket.

No matter how big or small the step 
is - every step in the right direction 
is an important one.

300 MIllIon tonnes
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Black-maned lion of 
Masai Mara

Courtesy Nic Elliot
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For kids to colour 
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